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I. INTRODUCTION 
Weathering and corrosion of the crust of the earth are caused by ~he action 
of water， and in many cases the minerals thus dissolved are carried to the sea by 
rivers. Therefore， knowledge conceming the disch~rge and the chemieal com-
position of river waters is not only neces同 ryfor understanding the process of 
weathering of land， but also for understanding the evolution of the sea. 
The total yearly rainfall on the land area of the earth is estimated at 123，400， 
000，000，000 tons out of which 27，400，000，000，000 tons i8 drained by rivers. F.W. 
Clarke (1924) showed that these river waters carry 2，735，000，000 tons of dissolved 
solids as the result of chemical corr佃 ion，and alsQ calculated the average compo-
sition of rivers of the world as shown in Table 1， multiplying the composition 
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of river. waters in the various continents of the world by the coe伍cientpro-
portional to the quantity of solids which are carried out. 
Table 1. Average quality of 
river waters of 
the world. 
Ca …..・H ・..………・・….20.39%
恥fg.…...・H ・......・H ・.3.41 
Na …・・・・…......………・....5.79 
K ……・・ …・・…..・H ・. 2. 12
C03 ・…………..・H ・-.35.15
50， ・……...…...・・・…・・・・・12.14
C1.・H ・…・・…・・・・・・ 5.68 
N03 …・・・・……・…・・……ぃ 0.90 
Si02 …・………・・・・…・・・・・・・11.67 
(Fe， A1h03 ・……………・・ 2. 75 
Tota1 1∞.凹
However， river waters contain matters com・
ing from rain， hot spring， sea， and sometimes 
man-made polluting elements caused by cities， 
mines， and factories in addition to dissolved con-
stituents from the land produced by corrosion. 
As the result， the quantity and quality of dis-
solved components usually vary to a great extent 
depending on the time and place. 
]apan is a country composed of long chain 
of islands in the sea on the east side of the Asi-
atic Continent. Its climate is oceanic and the 
amount of rainfall is e;xtremely great compared 
with the interior of the ωntinent. Moreover， 
due to the geographical features of being mountainous with sharp inclination of 
rivers， the rivers ftow rapidly with abundance of water. Geologically speaking， 
]apan is a part ofthe Circum-Pacific Volcanic Zone withabundanceofvolcanos 
and hot springs. Sixty-six% of the land 'area is sedimentary while the distribu-
tion of volcanic rock reaches 34%. 
Therefore， it is indeed important. and meaningful from the geochemical as 
well as water-utilization standpoint to reveal the characteristics of ]apanese rivers 
which are the products of the above-mentioned atmosphere. .For this reason， 
1 have systematically analyzed .the water of rivers in various parts of ]apan， 
determining their characteristics by calculating the average quality of water， 
and at the same time making a study of the causes of these characteristics. 
1. SELECTION OF RIVERS 
While there are no big rivers in]apan due to the country being narrowand 
long with the watershed running lengthwise， there are a great many small rivers. 
Even the River Shinano which has the longest ftow is only 369km in length. 
The River Ishikari (365km)， the River Tone (322km)， and the River Teshio 
(306km) ar.e only other rivers with the length of more than 300km. Rivers with 
a length of 200km-300km are only the River Kitakami (243km)， the River 
Kiso (232km)， the River Tenryu (216km)， the River Mogami (216km) and the 
River Gδ(200km)~ Rivers with a length of 150km-200km are only the River 
Abukuma (1 96km}， the River Tokachi (1 96km)， the River Yoshino (1 94km)， the 
River Ara {l77km) and the River Agano (l69km). 
Therefore， it is not su伍cientto take up only the above-mentioned 14 rivers 
for the purpose of calf:ulating the average quality of water of rivers in ]apan， 
and it is considered neces阻ryto add up numerous medium and small size rivers 
which are ftowing out along the extremely long coast line of ]apan as the objec・
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tives of the study. Taking this factor into considerations and aiming to include 
almost al important rivers in each district， 1 have chosen 22 rivers from the 
HokkaidδDistricts， 35rivers from the Tδhoku Districts， 1rivers from the Kanto 
Districts， 42rivers from the Chubu Districts， 28rivers from the Kinki Districts， 
25 rivers from the Chugoku Districts， 19rivers from the Shikoku Districts and 
43 rivers from the Kyωhu Districts， totaling 225 rivers in al. The grand total of 
the catchment areas of these rivers amounts to 268，490km2 as indicated in the 
bottom of Table 3 representing a litle les than 73 % of the total land area of 
japan which is 369，766km2 (Science Yearly Table 1959). 
The distribution of the catchment areas of these investigated rivers is shown 
in Fig. 2. This includes al rivers flowing from the back-bone divides running 
~. 
F -
Fig. 2. Distribution of basins of investigated rivers. 
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lengthwise in Japan， and only small rivers in the coastal areas and rivers in small 
islands Sado， and Amami-Oshima downwards are omitted as the objectives of this 
鉱udy.
II. PLACE， PERIOD， AND FREQUENCY OF SAMPLING 
The part of a river nearest to its mouth offers a spot convenient for collect-
ing samples in order to know the average quality of water in that river system 
in view of the fact that the water in that particular spot is the mixture of waters 
coming from al the branch rivers of the same system. However， inthe actual 
cases， the water in the downstream is frequently very much reduced in volume 
due to the water having been taken in great quantity for the use of agriculture， 
industry， and cities before reaching downstream， and also the influence of man-
made pollution caused by various kinds of waste water sharply increases in the 
downstream. In addition to the above， ifthe possibility of the sea-water being 
mixed due to sudden high tides is taken into consideration， the downstream part 
of a river can not necessarily be considered as the suitable spot for knowing the 
original quality of the river water. 
As the result， it is di伍cultto decide in an uniform manner as to what part of 
a river is most suitable for collecting samples， and there was no other m田 nsthan
to select places by individual river. However， 1have selected sampling places 
emphasizing the boader spots， where the rivers are about to enter the downstream 
plane after passing through the mountainous upper and middle stream ar回 s，with 
the intention of avoiding the influence of man-made pol1ution. Even in this 
case， itwas impossible to a void the influence， for instance，' of the coal-mines in 
the upstream area in the River Onga in Fukuoka Prefecture. 
The rivers selected for study by myself and the details of sampling places are 
shown in Table 2. In case of the actual sampling of waters on出espot， efforts 
were made to col1ect waters from the middle part of the river where the water 
was moving most rapidly， making use of suitable objects such as boats， dams， 
bridges， etc.， and also using bottles or containers made ofhard glass or polyethylene 
as the sampling containers. 
The period and frequency of sampling are shown in Table 2. As a principle 
the waters were taken simuItaneously 12 or 6 times during one year on the 15th 
of each month or every other month， and the analysis was repeated everytime， 
with the intention to reveal the average value of quality of water during a year 
for respective rivers. 
IV. METHODS OF AN AL YSIS 
The explanation of my methods of analysis is omitted as they are reported 
in my other reports (Kobayashi 1959). 
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V. A~ALYTICAL RESULTS 
Table 2 shows the average value obtained as the result of the analysis con-
ducted 6 or 12 times during one year on 225 rivers selected from al parts of the 
country as mentioned previously. The outline of the quality of water as shown 
in this result is as follows: 
(a) Calcium. 
The highest Ca content is 35.8mgjl of the River Onga in the Fukuoka Pre-
fecture which is influenced by the Chikuhδcoal fields， followed by 27.0mgjl of 
the River Hikosan of the same district. Rivers showing high density of more 
than 20.0mgjl include the River Nagauchi flowing through Kuji City in Iwate 
Prefecture， two Rivers Yδrδand Obitsu pouring into the Bay of Tokyδcrossing 
the BosδPeninsula， the River Nagaso in the Noto Peninsula， the River Abe flow-
ing through Shizuoka City， the River Kotδoriginating from the calcareous pla-
teau of Akiyoshi in Yamaguchi Prefecture， the River Shira臼owingthrough 
Kumamoto City originating from the Aso Volcano， etc. 
On the other hand， generally speaking， rivers originating from granite rock 
show low values les than 4.0mgjl as indicated in the cases of the River Kawa-
uchi in the Shimokita Peninsula of Aomori Prefecture， the River Ka jiin Niigata 
Prefecture， the River Ara flowing p部 tKanbayashi Village of the same Prefec-
ture， the River Yahagi in Aichi Prefecture， the River Minami in Fukui Prefec-
ture， the River Iinashi in Shimane Prefecture， the River Ota and the River Kino 
in Hiroshima Prefecture， the River Sozu in Ehime Prefecture， the River Hδn ln 
Miyazaki Prefecture， etc.， 2.6mgjl of the River Choshi in the southern part of 
the Kii Peninsula and 2.7mgjl of the River Koza in the same area being two of 
the lowest. 
As for the relationship between Ca content and the number of rivers， among 
225 rivers for which analysis was made， rivers with less than 5.0mg/l in the 
average value during the year number 27; rivers with 5.0-9.9mgjl number 124; 
rivers with 10.0-14.9mgjl number 56， and rivers with more than 15.0mgjl num-
ber 18. Thus， rivers with 5.0-9.9mgjl are most numerous representing more 
than half of the total. 
(b)ルfagnesium.
There is a tendency that rivers flowing through young volcanic rock contain 
abundance of Mg. The highest is 13.8mgjl of the River Shira in Kumamoto 
Prefecture originating from the Aso Volcano， followed by 5.3mgjl of the River 
Akan originating from the volcanic Akan Mountain in HokkaidδRivers con-
taining more than 4.0mgパincludethe River Mu in Hokkaidδ， the River Ara 
flowing from Mt. Hakkoda in Aomori Prefecture， the Rivers Yorδand Obitsu in 
the BδsδPeninsula， the River Tsurumi in Kanagawa Prefecture， the River Shin 
in Kagoshima Prefecture originating from the Kirishima Valcano. 
On the other hand， asfor the rivers with low content of Mg， O.3mgjl of the 
River Chδshi in the Kii Peninsula is the lowest， followed by O.4mgjl of the 
Table 2. Place， period and frequency of sampling， and the analytical results. 
? ?
??
No. 1 Name of river Period of回mp1ingPlace of回 mpling
Hokkaido Districts. 
IIRiv町 Teshio
2 IRiver Yubari 
3 IRiver Chitose 
4 IRiver Toyohira 
5 IRiver Ishikari 
6 IRiver Shiribetsu 
7 IRiver Toshibetsu 
8 IRiver Atsu回 bu
9 IRiver Ono 
10 ILake Onuma 
1 ILake Toya 
12 IRiver Mu 
13 IRiver Shizunai 
14 lRiver Horobetsu 
15 IRiver Tokachi 
16 'River Akan 
17 IRiver Kushiro 
18 IRiver Shibetsu 
19 IRiver Abashiri 
20 IRiver Tokoro 
21 IRiver Yubetsu 
22 IRiver Shokots 
iT油io，Hokkaido. 









































































































23 IRiver Akaishi Ajikasawa. A偲 loriPref. 1955.5. 15~1956.3. 15 617.7 2.3 9.6 O. 74 13.9d1 l0.4 
24 IRiver Iwaki G個 hogawara.Aomori Pref. 1955.5. 15~1956.4. 15 1218.3 2. 7 1. 6 1.41 30.40.5( 12.914.2 27.5:0.73.0.03.0.45: 0.03: 96.6 31. 
25 IRiver Ara Aomori. Aomori Pref. 1955.5. 14~1956. 3. 15 4.1 9. 7 1.38 。開.8121.7 36.仰.93.0.01.0.171 0.02 196.6 3.8 3. 
26 IRiver Kawauchi Kawauchi. Aomori Pref. 1955.5. 1~1956.3. 15 3.3 1.3 8.4 O. 79 4.911.8 15.410岨 110吋。ま 59.0 2.616. 
27 IRiver Otsubo Tenmabayashi. Aomori Pref. 1955.5. 1~1956.3. 15 10.1 1.6 6.4 O. 74 6.2;0.10 31.616.9 17.812. 191 0:0. 15: 0.03: 87.0 9.4 6. 
28 IRiver Shichinohe Shichinohe. Aomore Pref. 1955.5. 15~1956.6. 3 615.5 1.4 5.8 O. 74 24.0'0.39 5.916.2 
241 aO2751m 190642 
6.4 6. 
29 IRiver Oirase Towada， Aomori Pref. 1955.5. 15~1956.4. 15 1216.8 1.7 13.7 1.17 37.610.62 12.919.0 38.6b. 200.101.8 11. 7 7. 
30 IRiver Gonohe Gonohe. Aomori Pref. 1955.5. 1~1956.3. 15 616.9 1.3 6.4 1. 23 8.014.7 同9.610. 制ゆ.301 O.031 92. 0 35.1 7. 
31 IRiver Mabechi Fukuchi. Aomori Pref. 1955.5. 17~1956.4. 15 1218.3 1.6 6.3 1. 21 31. 5'0. 52 8.415.3 32. 510. 25:0. 0210. 421 O. 031 81. 8 39.5 7.
32 IRiver Araida Hachinohe. Aomori Pref. 1955.5. 1~1956.3. 617.4 1.4 6.1 1. 29 
組 ta71maal6岨S叩2 7 
5.216.3 29. * 20;0. 01/0. 461 O.但 75.0 35. 1 7.
33 IRiver Kuji Kuji. Iwate Pref. 1955.5. 15~1956.3. 15 610.1 1.0 4.2 O. 79 3侃7. 3.11 4.2 18. * 0110. 01~. 271 0.021 63.5 3.4 7. 
34 IRiver Nagauchi Kuji. Iwate Pref. 1955.5. 1~1956. 3. 15 6120.0 1.0 4.0 0.85 3.413.6 19.010.0210.0110.331 0.03 師.2 23 7.
35 IRiver Yasuie Iwaizumi. Iwate Pref. 1955.5. 1~1556.3. 15 619.9 1.0 3.0 10.61 34. 2.312.3 15.510.0210.0110. 171 0.021 55.7 2.6 7.
36 River Omoto Iwaizumi. Iwate Pref. 1955. 5. 1~1956. 3.15 617.8 1.1 3.3 0.61 31. 110.51 2.6 2.4 15.6 0.02 0.01 0.24 0.03 49.5 4.617. 
37 River Hei Nii岨 to.Iwate Pref. 1955.5. 1~1956.3. 15 61 5.4 1.1 2.9 0.55 25.3 0.41 2.7 1.7 14.2 0.01 0.01 10. 15 0.03 41. 3 3.617. 
38 River Otsuchi Otsuchi. Iwate Pref. 1955.5. 15~1956. 3. 15 618.5 O. 9 3.9 0.83 31. 7 0.52 3.9 3.1 16.6 010.03 1<>.29 0.02 54.2 3.417. 
39 River Unc岨umai Kamaishi. Iwate Pref. 1955.5. 1~1956.3. 15 615.4 0.8 3.4 0.55 26.9 0.4( 1.7 2.3 18.8 10.02 0.02 0.25 o.m 45. 7 2.817. 
40 River Sakari Ofunato. Iwate Pref. 1955.5. 1~1955. 3. 15 611. 9 O. 7 3.6 0.60 40.110.66 2.4 3.6 13.5 0.01 0.01 O. 12 0.01 印.0 2.717. 
41 River Kesen Sumita. Iwate Pref. 1954.5. 時~1955. 3. 15 618.1 1.0 3.8 0.69 3.313.4 16.4 0.01 0.03:0.28 0.10 82.0 3.217. 
42 River Kitakami Nakada. Miyagi Pref. 1954.5. 1~1955. 4. 15 1218.8 2.( 5.5 0.86 19.315.9 19.6 0.48 0.0110.26 0.08 75.9 16.816. 
43 River Hazama Wakayanagi. Miyagi Pref. 1954.5.1ら-1955.3.15619.4 1.4 5.6 1.18 16.310.27 31. 21 4.8 29.8 1<>.44 0.0110.13 O.ぽ 21. 016. 
44 River Eai Iwadeyama， Miyagi Pref. 1954.5. 15-1955.3. 15 616.3 1.6 11. 2 1.29 18.0:0.3C 22.210.4 33.4 0.3 2~. 01/0. 1 O.凶 13.5防.
45 River Naruse Sanbongi. Miyagi Pref. 1954.5.1ら-1955.3.1561 5.7 1.4 6.0 1.10 24.710.40 8.2l6.0 31. 0 0.19 0.0210.17 O.佃 71. 10. 0!6. 
46 River Natori Natori. Miyagi Pref. 1 954.5. 日~1955.3. 15 616.0 1.2 6.0 0.69 21. 110.35 11. 51 5.7 22，0 0.02 010.10 0.05 64. 2.717. 
47 River Shiraishi Ogawara， Miyagi Pref. 1954.5. 1~1955. 4. 15 618.7 1.8 5.3 0.89 2.3 0.37 20.5 3.8 24.5 0.13 0.01 O. 130・06 75.3 6.417. 
鋪 RaverAbuhma Marumor-，MzyFa血eAbEt・dz l1954S 15~19S54151mA 10322761322550422465L5 23.4 0.26 0.04 0.37 0.1 92.5 17.116. 
49 IRiver Nitta 1 Haranomachi. Fukushim;ref. 1954. 5. 14~1955. 3. 151 61 5.011. ~ 5.310.78123. 810. 3~ 4.513.7 18.6 0.11 0.01 ゆ.340.07 54. 7 7.217. 
50 IRiver Natsui 1 Taira， Fukushima Pref. 1 1954.5. 日~1955.3. 151 61 6.81 1.11 6.310.93124.410.40113. 11 3.0 21. 2 0.94 ~. Ol 0.22 0.00 64.0 15.716. 
Table 2.ー continued.




5I Riversame T6no，FuKushima Pref.1954.5.15~19553156[6.71.54211.07325135113.7i|21|12070002|1 023 0.08 56.8 
52 IRiver Y oneshiro 1 Takan田 u，Akita Pref. 11955.5.15-1956.4.151121 9.81 2.31 8.111. 121 9.2;0.15135.61 8.5:26.111. 581 OiO.29 0.04 105.8 8.76.3 
0.03 68.2 161165 
54 IRiver Koyoshi 1 Yuri， Akita Pref. 11942.7. 15-1943.6. 151121 5.01 2.21 9.311田 13.410.22111.1112.2116相lho 010岨 0.03 78.5 8.06.6 
55 IRiver Nikko 1 Sakata， Yamagata Pref. 11954.5.15-1955.3.151 61 6.81 2.51 8.31. 04130. 9;0.511 8.6110.2119.2:0.12;0.0310.09 0.08 73.8 5.yO 
56 IRiver Mogami 1 Matsuyama， Yamagata Pref. 11954.5.15-1955.4.151121 6.21 1. 81 8.311. 30115. 9;0. 26117. 91 8.7117.6;0.44:0.0110.29 O.侃 73.0 34.9|6.8 





59 IRiver Naka 
60 IRiver Hinuma 
61 IRiver Tone 
62 IRiver Obitsu 
63 IRiver Y針。
64 IRiver Ara 
65 IRiver Tama 
66 IRiver Tsurumi 
67 IRiver Sagami 
68 IRiver Sakawa 
Chubu Districts. 
69 IRiver Miomote 
70 IRiver Ara 
71 IRiver Kaji 
72 IRiver Agano 






































































































































































































































































































Ibaragi， Ibaragi Pref. 
Sawara， Chiba Pref. 
Kazusa， Chiba Pref. 
Nans5， Chiba Pref. 
Murakami， Niigata Pref. 
Kamibayashi， Niigata Pref. 
Kajikawa， Niigata Pref. 
Niitsu， Niigata Pref. 
Ojiya， Niigata Pref. 



































































































































































03 oW.叫o.041 103. 51 236. 616 
04 0.030. 09 0.04 103.8 441. 1'6. 
52 0.020.12 0.05 117.2 104.816. 
16 0.03 92.1 322.3 7. 
03 0.010.14 0.05 52.3 3.5 7. 
03 0.020.11 0.03 48.2 9.2 7. 
02 0.03.0.19 0.05 46.0 2.9 7. 
07 0.010.13 0.05 69. 1 6.5 7. 
07 0.01:0.18 0.04 57.5 18.5 7. 
ω 0.01:0.14 0.07 52.3 27.0 7. 
02 0.01:0. 18 0.05 53.8 4.6 6. 
10.43 0.04:0.19 0.09 125.8 33.4 6. 
69 0.04:0.20 0.09 128. 1 40.2 7. 
05 0.04:0.22 0.05 63.3 11. 0 7.
04 O. 01 ~0. 16 0.05 76.9 23. 7 7.
17 0.02:0.21 0.05 99.3 5.3 6. 
0.05 0.04:0.24 0.05 56.5 5.7 7. 
0.04 0.0110.18 0.04 55.9 6.3 7. 
'0.的 0.03:0.17 0.05 61. 6 19.4 7. 
0.07 0.02;0. 13 0.05 49.0 10. 7 7.
0.04 0.0110. 1 0.05 49.8 5.6 7. 
0.03 0.02:0.16 0.05 47.8 5.8 7. 
0.02 0.04:0.18 0.05 49.5 5.9 7. 
0.03 18 0.05 40.3 5.7 7. 
0.21 0.08'0.18 0.05 71. 4 9.2 6. 
O.ω 0.16'0.49 0.03 109.7 6.0 7. 
0.34 0.09:0.27 0.04 101.3 49.2 7. 
0.39 0.04:0.18 0.04 l国.4 78.3 7. 
O. 15 13 0.05 79.8 9.6 7. 




























104 Ri ver Tenryu Futamata， Shizuoka Pref. 1952.6.15--1953.5.15 12113.1 2.3 3.7 
105 River Toyo Shinshiro， Aichi Pref. 1952.6. 15~1953.5. 15 1214.7 1.4 3.6 
](泌 River Yahagi Koromo， Aichi Pref. 1952.6. 15~1953.5. 15 1213.8 0.5 3. C 
107 River Shonai Moriyama， Aichi Pref. 1952.6.15--1953.5.15 121 5.1 1.0 3.g 
l(潟 River Kiso Kaneyama， Aichi P問 f. 1955.6. 15~1956.5. 15 1115.2 O. 7 3.1 
l的 River Nagara Hirata， Gifu Pref. 1952.6. 15~1953.4. 15 6110.3 2.1 3.6 
110 River Ibi Kuze， Gifu Pref. 1952.6. 15~防日.1511218.5 1. 91 3.3 
42.E (). 70 7.9 2.1 12.9 0.2810. 
18. : :>.30 2.2 2.5 13.3 0.04 
O. 281 1.21 1.2114. 410.侃
i~~' ~ 0.261 6.51 3.3114.510.2110 
20.5 03418131552! 臥 08
0.621 3.71 2.012. 1r. 0710 





















































129 IRiver Muko I Takarazuka， Hyogo Pref. 
130 IRiver Kako I Kakogawa， Hyogo Pref. 
131 IRiver Ichi I Himeji， Hyogo Pref. 
132 IRiver Yumesaki I Himeji， Hyogo Pref. 
133 IRiver lbo I Himeji， Hyogo Pref. 
134 IRiver Chigusa I Kamigari， Hyogo Pref. 
135 IRiver Yura i Ayabe， Ky;;to Pref. 
136 IRiver Takeno I Mineyama， Kyoto Pref. 
137 IRiver Maruyamal Wadayama， Hyogo Pref. 
138 IRiver Yata 1 Muraoka， Hyogo Pref. 
Chugoku Districts. 
139 River Sendai 
140 'River Takeda 
141 !River Ogamo 
142 IRiver Amida 
143 'River Hino 
144 iRiver Iinashi 




149 River Takatsu 
150 'River Abu 
151 IRiver Yoshida 
152 !River Koto 
153 River Fushino 
ω IRiver Saba 
155 !River Nishiki 
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Period of samp1ing P1ace of姐 mp1ingName of river No. 
???????
‘E 1957.6.15-1958.4.141 61 3.41 0.51 4.0'0.67118.210. 301 2.61 3.8111.610.011 010.151 0.031 36.7 6.616. 
Pref. l加工615~1958115695M4a57d555p l1  濁 32.310.5315.91 5.1116.910師 4010，回目 8 8.917. 
)ref. 1957.6.15-1958.4.151 61 6.61 0.81 5.5:1. 15125.210.411 7.51 4.8118.610.0810.01;0.331 0.041 57.5 8.617. 
'ref. 1957.6.15-1958.4.261 61 8.51 1.21 7.51. 36130. 4:0. 501 7.41 7.4117.710.041 0:0.361 0.051 68.9 12.017. 
a Pref. 1957.6.ゆ-1958.4.151613.21 1.71 4.50.95149.0:0.801 5.21 4.0113.310.011 0:0.281 0.031 67.2 9.117. 
l Pref. 1957.6.15-1958.4.151616.711.41 4.70.87128.2.0.4614.514.313.9:0.011 0，0.1910.031 52.0 5. 7 7.
ef. 10.3 7. 








157 IRiver Ota 
日8IRiver Kurose 
159 IRiver Nuta 
時oIRiver Ashida 
161 IRiver Takahashi 
162 IRiver A拍 hi
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Yamamoto， Kagawa Pref. 
Kochi， Kochi Pref. 
T借ayamada，Kochi Pref. 
Matsuyama， Ehime Pref. 
Shigenobu， Ehime Pref. 
Kaifu， Tokushima Pref. 
Anami， Tokushima Pref. 
Tanbara， Ehime Pref. 
Tamagawa， Ehime Pref. 
。zu，Ehime Pref. 
J ohen， Ehime Pref. 
Nakamura， Kochi Pref. 
Ino， Kochi Pref. 
Kagawa， Kagawa Pref. 
Ryonan， Kagawa Pref. 
Mannδ， Kagawa Pref. 
Sumino， Ehime Pref. 











165 IRiver Aya 
時6IRiver Dok 
167 IRiver Saita 
168 IRiver Kok 
169 IRi ver Kam 
170 IRiver Nakay 
171 IRiver Soja 
172恨iverIshid 
173 IRiver Shige 
174 IRiver Hiji 
175 IRiver Sozu 
176 IRiver Shim 
177 IRiver Niyod 
178 IRiver Kaga 
179 IRiver Mon 
180 IRiver Kai 






叫RiverY，品。 IAwa， Tok岨 maPref. |l蜘 5山 959.3.州 9.711れ仰物中れ711・818 恥 011 恥 I~叫叫
K yushu Districts. 
183 River Bansho 1 Saeki， Oita Pref. 
184 IRiver Ono I Ono， Oita Pref. 
185 IRiver Oita I Hazama， Oita Pref. 
186 IRiver Yakkan 'Ekisen， Oita Pref. 
187 IRiver Yamakuni Honyabakei， Oita Pref. 
188 IRiver Ima Saigawa， Fukuoka Pref. 
189 IRiver Hikosan 1 Nogata， Fukuoka Pref. 





























































I Periodof lIUIlがPW:e of岨mplingベ…river
Kyushu Districts-continued. 
3.716.8 K舗:eda，Kag倒himaPref. 
Ibusuki， Kag個 himaPref. 
Aira， Kag田himaPref. 
Hayato， Kag個 himaPref. 
2伺 IRiverManose 




? ? ? ?
?? ?
49.316.6 
11. 916. 7 
187.916.9 
附・4.15-酬 .3・中215.5121|川 1・8伊 0:0.4113.219.I1刊 4~0. 何0・判。剖 o 叫 97.8 
1943.4.15-ω44. 2. 15~1 1I 5.41 2.8; 5.711. 27i25. 810. 421 4.81 6.7116.8:0.01:0.01;0.011 0.021 65. I 
1943.4. 15-1例4.3. 15~121 8.51 3.41 6.31. 75'40. 110.661 7.5j 4.9139.3:0.05，0.02:0.071 0.031 101. 6 
1943.4.15-ゆ44.3.15!111. 3[ 4.9[ 9.7[4.08周.3[0. 99[12.8i 9.0防0.2:0.回:0.07[0.24[0.03[ 168. I 
Kushira， K唱団himaPref. 1I鮒 .4.15-1944.3. 1511 6.01 1. 91 5. 5i2. 84:33. 310. 51 1. 91 5.9作7.510.2710.0310.2110.071 115.0 
Kushira. K3.Iloshima Pref. [1鮒 .4.15-1鮒 .3.15[1I[ 4.8[ 1. 2[ 5.3[2.37[27.5[0. 45[ 2.0[ 3.8148.510. 19;0.0510. 141 0.031 105.0 
Nishishib叫 i，Ka伊hi1f.|1例3.4.15-1944.3.1511215.21 1.れ.112.911弘和叫 2.313.抑仇 l訓o叩叫o叫124.5
ichinan， Miyazaki Pref. 11943.4.15-1例4.3.15121 6.91 2.31 5.211.∞'125.810.421 7.71 3.8121. 71 α010. 131 0.021 69. I 
Miyazaki， Miyazaki Pref. 11943.4.15-ゆ44.3.15[12[ 6.91 2.2[ 5.7[1. 23厄8.110.461 8.81 4.2凶.81 01 
9.417.1 
211 IRiver Byufu 
213 IRiver Kimotsuki 
214 IRiver Kushira 
215 IRiver Hishida 
212 IRiver Shin 
3.416.7 
2.917.0 010. 151 0.021 79.9 
216 IRiver Sakatani 
217 IRiver Kiyotake 
218 IRiver Oyodo 13.417. I 
3.616.9 
6.416.6 
l倒3.4.15-1944.3.I司118. 61 3. 61 6. 212.凹142.310.6918.01 4. 1139.810.叫0.0210.211O.回1108.2 
1943.4.15-1944.3.1剖1217.81 3. I1 3.510.55133.810.551 7.引1.8110. 91 刷刷O.叫 0.03
ゆ43.4.15-1944.3.I剖12[6. 7[ 2.2[ 3.叩.70[24. 3[0. 4O[ 8.訓2.5[12.1[0.叫0.0川O.叩[0.03 
1943.4.15-1944.3. I創12[8.5[ 1. 21 3.010.66132.010.521 4.21 1.711. 71 010.01[0.031 0.03 
1943.4. 15-1944.3. 1511 5.51 2.2[ 4.9[0.65[21. 2[0. 351 9.21 3.4[12.3[0. Ol[ 0[0.04[ 0.02 
56.8 
58.6 
Miyazaki， Miyazaki Pref 
Saito， Miyazaki Pref. 
Takanabe， Miyazaki Pref. 
219 IRiver Hitotsuse 
220 IRiver Komaru 
221 IRiver Mimi 3.716.9 58.2 Togo， Miyazaki Pref. 
2.016.8 







1943.4.15-1944.3. 16[12ilO. 6[ 2.8[ 4.6[1. 68138. 3[0. 63[ 3.5[ 2.8[35.3[0.02[0.04[0.171 0.02 
010.0110.021 0.02 
010.0110.071 0.02 12:;;こ;2171;:;lc|;:料;:;pq:|;:l;:
Kadogawa， Miyazaki Pref. 
Nobeoka， Miyazaki Pref. 
Nobeoka， Miyazaki Pref. 
Kitakawa，Miyazaki Pref. 
222 IRiver Isuzu 
223 IRiver Gokase 
224 IRiver Hori 
225 IRiver Kita 
〔? ? ? ?
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River Kino flowing through Otake City in Hiroshima Prefecture， 0.5mgjl of the 
River Yahagi in Aichi Prefecture， the River Ota in Hiroshima Prefecture and 
the River Koza in the southern tip of the Kii Peninsula. As in the case of Ca， 
there is a tendency that rivers originating from granite rock show low content. 
Among 225 rivers， 19show the content of les than 1.0mgjl， 173 show 1.0-
2.9mgjl and 33 show more than 3.0mgjl. Thus， rivers showing 1.0-2.9mgjl are 
preponderantly numerous. 
(c)品dium.
78.2mgjl of the River Onga in Fukuoka Prefecture and 44Amgjl in the same 
Prefecture are two of the highest and rivers with more than 20.0mgjl include 
the River Obitsu flowing through Kisarazu City in Chiba Prefecture， the River 
Yubari in Hokkaidδ， the River Atsusabu in the south of the same district， the 
River Tatara in Fukuoka Prefecture， the River Muko in Hyδgo Prefecture， and 
the River Shizuma flowing through Ota City in Shimane Prefecture. On the 
other hand， asfor the rivers showing scarce value， 2.1mgjl of the River Katakai 
pouring into Toyama Bay is the lowest， and the River Kamo in Ehime Prefec-
ture， the River Niyodo in Kδchi Prefecture， the River Hei in Iwate Prefecture， 
the River Hayatsuki in Toyama Prefecture and the River Chδshi in the Kii 
Peninsula show les than 3.0mgjl. 
Among 225 rivers investigated only 6 show les than 3.0mgjl， 167 rivers show 
3.0-7.9mgjl， and 52 rivers show more than 8.0mgjl. Thus rivers showing 3.0-
7.9mgjl represent the majority. 
(d) Potassium. 
The highest is 5.21mgjl of the River Shira which originates from the Aso 
Volcano and flows through Ku:mamoto City. 4.08mgjl of the River Shin in 
Kagoshima Prefecture originating from the Kirishima Volcano， 3.86mgノ1of the 
River Muko in Hyδgo Prefecture which is influenced by the Arima hot spring， 
3.37mgjl of the River Obitsu in Chiba Prefecture， 3.17mgjl of the River Yδro 
in the回mePrefecture， 3.13mgjl of the River Ono in Oita Prefecture are ex-
amples of rivers showing high values of more than 3.00mgノ1.
On the other hand， 0.35mgjl of the River Kagami in Kochi Prefecture， 0.40 
mgjl of the River Choshi of the Kii Peninsula， 0.41mgjl of the River Naka in 
Tokushima Prefecture， 0.42mgjl of the River Hayatsuki and the River Shδno 
in Fukui Prefecture， 0.44mgjl of the River Kamo in Ehime Prefecture， 0.49mgjl 
of the River Niyodo in Kδchi Prefecture and the River Kaifu in Tokushima 
Prefecture respectively are examples of the lowest values. In addition， the Rivers 
Hei and Unosumai in Iwate Prefecture， the Rivers Katakai and Shδin Toyama 
Prefecture， the River Daishδji in Ishikawa Prefecture， the Rivers Asuwa， M出1I，
Kita and Minami in Fukui Prefecture， the Rivers Kushida and Miya in Mie 
Prefecture， the Rivers Koza and Hiki in Wakayama Prefecture， the River Yura 
in Kyδto Prefecture， the River Kokuryδin Ehime Prefecture， the River Monobe 
in Kochi Prefecture， the River Hitotsuse in Miyazaki Prefecture are examples 
showing low values of les than 0.60mgjl. Generally speaking， the tendency is 
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noticed that rivers flowing in young volcanic rock area contain abundance of K， 
. while the waters in the sedimentary rock ar回 suchas the Paleozoic stratum and 
the M白ozoicstratum contain small quantity. 
As for the relationship between potassium content and the number of rivers， 
8 rivers show les than 0.50mgjl， 100 rivers show 0.50-0.99mgjl， 68rivers show 
1.00-1.49mgjl， 24rivers show 1.50ー1.99mgjland 25 rivers show more than 2.00 
mgjl. Thus rivers containing 0.50-1.49mgjl number 169 in total， repr回enting
preponderant ma jority. 
(e) Alkaliniり(asconverted into HCOs). 
In addition to 122.6mgjl of the River Hikosan in Fukuoka Prefecture which 
is influenced by coal mines， 115.6mgjl of the River Obitsu in Chiba Prefecture， 
113.6mgjl respectively of the River Yδrδin Chiba Prefecture and the River 
Onga in Fukuoka Prefecture， alshowing more than 1 OO.Omgjl， the River Yubari 
in Hokkaidδ， the River Nagauchi in Aomori Prefecture， the River Kesen in Iwate 
Prefecture， the River Tsurumi in Kanagawa Prefecture， the River Kise in Shi・
zuoka Prefecture， the River Machiya in Mie Prefecture， the River Kotδin Ya-
maguchi Prefecture， the River Tatara in Fukuoka Prefecture， and the River 
Shin in Kagoshima Prefecture show comparatively high values of 60-70mgjl. 
On the other hand， the Rivers Kawauchi and Otsubo in Aomori Prefecture， 
the Rivers Y oneshiro， Omono and Koyoshi in Akita Prefecture， the Rivers Ara 
and Kaji in Niigata Prefecture， the River Kakehashi in Ishikawa Prefecture， the 
Rivers Choshi and Koza in Wakayama Prefecture， the River Hδri in Miyazaki 
Prefecture， including O.Omgjl of the acid River Ara in Aomori Prefecture origi-
nating from volcanic Mt. Hakkoda show extremely low values of les than 
15.0mgjl. 
As for the relationship between alkalinity and the number of rivers， 12rivers 
show les than 15.0mgjl， 160 show 15.0-39.9mgjl. and 53 show more than 40.0 
mgパ.Thus rivers showing 15.0-39.9 represent the majority. 
(η Suljate. 
Headed by 154.9mgjl of the River Onga which contains abundance of sodium 
sulfate due to the contamination by waste water from coal mines， 90.8mgjl of 
the River Ara flowing at the foot of Mt. Hakkδda which is mixed with the 
water from the sulfureous hot spring and 68.6mgjl of the River Shira which is 
influenced by the Aso Volcano are examples of particularly high value. The 
waters containing more than 30.0mgjl include the River Chitose flowing from 
Lake Shikotsu in Hokkaidδ， Lake Onuma， Lake Toya， the River Akan and the 
River Kushiro in the阻medistrict， the River Otsubo in Aomori Prefecture， the 
River Hazama in Miyagi Prefecture， the River Yoneshiro in Akita Prefecture， 
the River Kakehashi in Ishikawa Prefecture， and the River Hikosan in Fukuoka 
Prefecture. 
On the other hand， the rivers containing scarce SO" include 1.2mgjl of the 
River Yahagi in Aichi Prefecture， 1.3mgjl of the River Ogamo in Tottori Pre-
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fecture and the River Kase in Saga Prefecture respectively， 1.5mgjl of the River 
Katakai in Toyama Prefecture， 1.7mgjl ofthe River Unosumai in Iwate Prefec-
ture， 1.8mgjl of the River Honmyδin Nagasaki Prefecture and the River Kiso 
in Aichi Prefecture， and 1.9mgjl of the River Kimotsuki in Kagoshima Prefec-
ture. 
Among 225 rivers selected， 20 rivers show les than 3.0mgjl， 84 rivers show 
3.0-5.9mgjl， 50rivers show 6.0-9.9mgjl， and 71 show more than 10.0mgjl. Those 
rivers showing 3.0-9.9mgjl number 134 in total， representing the majority. 
(g) Chloride. 
Those rivers showing the high Cl content of more than 20.0mgjl are headed 
by 39.3mgjl of the River Atsusabu in the southern part of Hokkaidδfollowed 
by 37.9mgjl of the River Muko in Hyδgo Prefecture into which the hot spring 
of Arima pours， 29.3mgjl of the River Shizuma in Shimane Prefecture， 22.3mgjl 
of Lake Tδya， 21.7mgjl of the River Ara in Aomori Prefecture， and 20.3mgjl 
of the River Ina in Itami City in Hyδgo Prefecture. On the other hand， l.lmgjl 
of the River Monobe in Kδchi Prefecture， 1.2mgjl of the River Yahagi in Aichi 
Prefecture， 1.3mgjl of the River Kiso， 1.4mgjl of the River Abe in Shizuoka 
Prefecture and the River Naka in Tokushima Prefecture respectively， 1.7mgjl 
of the River Hei in Iwate Prefecture， the River Oi in Shizuoka Prefecture， the 
River Mimi in Miyazaki Prefecture respectively， 1.8mgjl of the River Yoshino 
in Tokushima Prefecture， the River Hitotsuse in Miyazaki Prefecture respec・
tively， and 1.9mgjl of the River Niyodo in Kδchi Prefecture are examples of 
low content less than 2.0mgjl. 
As for the relationship between Cl content and the number of rivers， 1rivers 
show les than 2.0mgjl， 123 rivers show 2.0-5.9mgjl， 58rivers show 6.0-9.9mgjl， 
and 33 rivers show more than 10.0mgjl. Thus rivers showing 2.0-5.9mgjl 1・e・
present more than half of the total. 
(h) Silica. 
Rivers originating from volcanos show extremely high values of more than 
45.0mgjl， such as 54.6mgjl of the River Ono in Oita Prefecture， 53.2mgjl of the 
River Oita in the same Prefecture， 52.0mgjl of the River Hishida in Kagoshima 
Prefecture， 50.2mgjl of the River Shin of the same Prefecture， 49.6mgjl of the 
River Gonohe in Aomori Prefecture， 48.5mgjl of the River Kushira in Kago-
shima Prefecture， 48.4mgjl of the River Kushiro in Hokkaidδ， 47.8mgjl of the 
River Honmyδin Nagasaki Prefecture， 47.7mgjl of the River Shira in Kuma-
moto Prefecture， and 47 .5mgjl of the Ri ver Kimotsuki in Kagoshima Prefecture. 
on the contrary， the rivers flowing through sedimentary rock show extremely 
10w va1ues such as 6.1mg/1 of the River Katakai in Toyama Prefecture， 6.2mgjl 
of the River Kamo in Ehime Prefecture， 6.7mg/l of the River Kokuryδof the 
same Prefecture， 7.4mg/1 of the River Minami in Fukui Prefecture and 7.7mgjl 
of the River Monobe in Kochi Prefecture. 
Among 225 rivers investigated， 23show les than 10.0mgjl， 81show 10.0-
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14.9mg/l， 47 show 15ル-19.9mg/l，37 show 20.0-29.9mg/l， 21show 30.0-39.9 
mg/l and 16 show more than 40.0mg/l. Thus， rivers showing 10.0-19.9mg/l 
number 128 in total representing more than half. 
(i) lron. 
Headed by 2.19mg/l of the River Otsubo in Aomori Prefecture which is 
insuenced by the mines， 1.58mg/l of the River Yoneshiro in Akita Prefecture， 
1.17mg/l of the River Ishikari in Hokkaidδ， 1.04mg/l of the River Hokura in 
Niigata Prefecture， 1.03mg/l of the River Sabaishi in the same Prefecture and 
1.02mg/l of the Ri ver Onga in Fukuoka Prefecture are the xamples of extremely 
high values. 
However， rivers showing Fe content of les than 0.05mg/l number 102 rep-
四sentinga litle les than half. 42 rivers show 0.05-0.09mg/l， 49 rivers show 
0.10-0.29mg/l and 32 show more than 0.30mg/1. 
(j) Phosthate. 
0.23mg/l of the River Shδnai in Aichi Prefecture， 0.18mg/l of the River 
Yamato in Osaka Prefecture， 0.17mg/l of the River Yδrδin Chiba Prefecture， 
0.16mg/l of the River Obitsu in the same Prefecture and the River Kise in Shi-
zuoka Prefecture are examples of the highest values. 
Among the rivers investigated， rivers showing 0.00ー0.01mg/l number as 
manyas 142， representing the majority. Sixty-three rivers show 0.02-0.05mg/l 
and 20 rivers show more than 0.06mg/1. 
(k) Nitrate nitrogen. 
3.64mg/l of the River Atsusabu in Hokkaido is by far the highest of al， 
followed by the high values such as 1.06mg/l of the River Tama in Kanagawa 
Prefecture， 0.99mg/l of the River Tokachi in Hokkaidδ， 0.84mg/l of the River 
Hikosan in Fukuoka Prefecture， 0.76mg/l of the River Yumesaki in Hyδgo Pre-
fecture， 0.72mg/l of the River Onga in Fukuoka Prefecture. 
As for the relationship between nitrate content and the number of rivers， 32 
rivers show les than 0.10mg/l， 82rivers show 0.10ー0.19mg/l，67 rivers show 
0.20-0.29mg/l， 20 rivers show 0.30-0.39mg/l， and 24 rivers show more than 
0.40mg/1. Thus rivers showing 0.10-0.29mg/l number 149 in total and are most 
numerous. 
(1) Ammonia nitrogen. 
0.40mg/l of the River Hinuma in lbaragi Prefecture is the highest followed 
by the high values of 0.12-0.14mg/l shown by the Rivers Tsurumi， Sagami and 
Sakawa in Kanagawa Prefecture and the River K吋iin Ibaragi Prefecture. How-
ever， among 225 rivers investigated， 174 rivers or the majority are within the 
limit of 0.02-0.05mg/l， and there are only 9 rivers showing values of more than 
0.10mg/1. 
(m) Dissolued solids. 
385.4mg/l of the River Onga is the highest. 252.2mg/l of the River Hiko-
san， 243.1mg/l of the River Shira， 196.6mg/l of the River Ara in Aomori Pre-
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fecture， 182.2mgjl of the River Obitsu， 165.8mgjl of the River Yorδ， 168.1mgjl 
of the River Shin in Kagoshima Prefecture are examples of rivers showing high 
values of more than 150.0mgjl. 
On the other hand including 28.0mgjl of the River Chδshi in the Kii Peni-
nsula， 33.3mgjl of the River Koza in the same peninsula， the River Yahagi， the 
River Kino (in Hiroshima Prefecture)， the River Ota (in the same prefecture)， 
and the River Yura are examples of the low values of les than 40.0mgjl. 
Among 225 rivers analyzed， 13rivers show les than 45.0mgjl， 87show 45.0 
-64.9mgjl， 55 show 65.0-84.9mgjl and 70 show more than 85.0mgjl. Thus 
rivers showing 45.0-84.9mgjl number 142 in total， representing the majority. 
(n) pH. 
pH 3.7 of the River Ara in Aomori Prefecture is the most acid among the 
rivers analyzed， followed by acid rivers like 6.0 of the River Otsubo in the same 
Prefecture， 6.3 of the River Yoneshiro and 6.4 of the River Atsusabu. On the 
other hand， 7.6 of the Rivers Kise， Abe and Hikosan is the most alkaline. 
Among 225 rivers， 4 rivers show pH 6.4 or les， 57 show 6.5-6.8， 122 show 
6.9-7.2， and 42 show 7.3 or more. Thus more than half of the rivers show almost 
neutral reaction of pH 6.9ー7.2.
VI. AMOUNT OF DISCHARGE OF THE INVESTIGATED RIVERS 
In order to calculate the average quality of waters in Japan from the above 
mentioned analytical results， it is necessary to know the amount of outflow in 
the rivers investigated. 
However， it is usual that the amount of flow in a river varies to a great ex-
tent depending on the place and time due to the influence of many conditions， 
such as the amount of rainfall， the area， topography， nature of geology， thickness 
of trees， etc.， ofthe basin. 
Moreover， the flow is being observed in Japan in many cases from the stand 
point of the utilization of water such as hydroelectric generation， industry， iri-
gation， and flood control， and as the result many observatories are concentrated 
in the upper stream or middle stream regions where the incline is comparatively 
steep. Thus it is customary that no constant observation is carried out， except 
for"the observation of degree of flood， inthe river mouth regions where the waters 
have litle utilization value since the required waters have been already taken 
out for the use of cities， industries， and irrigation. 
Thus， under the present circumstances， itis almost impossible to obtain yearly 
figures based on direct observations covering many years for the total flow actu-
ally discharged into the sea from these rivers selected for this investigation. 
As the result， 1have adopted， asan indirect method of obtaining the required 
figures， a system in which the total yearly discharge of respective rivers is cal-
culated by multiplying the total area of the basin by the flow from the per unit 
area of the water-catchment-region as measured by the observatories under the 
? ? ?


















921 River Teshio 5，820 Nayoroohashi 1951-56 184 10， 7凹
2 River Yubari idδ 1，2印 1，676 
3 River Chitωe ido 1，040 1954-56 535 133 1，383 
4 River Toyohira Hokkaido 830 1，104 
5 River Ishikari Hokkaido 1，120 14，7叩
6 River Shiribetsu Hokkaido 1，600 Kucchan 1955-56 167 2，672 
7 River Toshibetsu Hokkaido 730 Imakane 1956 361 32 282 2，059 
*The va1ue in the River Shu 
8 River Atsusabu Hokkaidδ 490 本 151 740 *abpu-pto ldie争d(aーlt Kuromatsunai) i 
9 River Ono Hokkaidδ 140 * 151 211 
10 Lake Onuma Hokkaidδ 210 I * 151 317 * --do-ー
*The va1ue in the River MI 1 Lake Toya Hokkaido 190 I * 1侃 201 (at Mukawa) is app1ied. 
12 River Mu Hokkaido 1，270 Mukawa 1955-56 35' 1凶 1，346 
13 River Shizunai Hokkaido 6叩 * 1侃 731 
*The va1ue in the River Mu 
(at Mukawa) is app1ied. 
14 River Horobetsu Hokkaidδ 350 371 * --do-ー
15 River Tokachi Hokkaidδ 8，780 Moiwa 1954-56 5，205 203 124 10，槌7
16 River Akan Hokkaidδ 7ω Onnebira 1956 637 33 162 1，134 
17 River Kushiro Hokkaido 2，5∞ Shibecha 1956 895 16 58 1，450 
18 River Shibetsu Hokkaido 7∞ * 106 742 *The va1ue in the River MI (at Mukawa) is app1ied. 
19 River Abashiri Hokkaidδ 1，420 Bihoro 1955-56 13 40 5伺
20 River Tokoro Hokkaidδ 2，660 Kitamishi 1954-56 1，345 26 61 1，622 
21 River Yubetsu Hokkaido 1，520 Kaisei 1956 1，417 37 83 1，261 
22 River Shokotsu Hokkaidδ 1，230 Kamishokotsu 1955-56 1，050 24 73 898 
Tahoku Districts 
23 River Akaishi Aomori * 141 254 
eτbevalue in theRiverI 
2J70|伽町川ル (atG団hogawara)is apl 24 River Iwaki Aomori 1，7401 78 141 3，765 
25 River Ara Aomori ホ 141 212 
$τbe value in the River 1 
150 
事(at-Gd剖ehーogawara) is apl 
26 River Kawauchi Aomori * 141 310 
*The value in the Rive 
27 River Otsudo Aomori 214 takami (at Terabayasl 
Shichi- 寧ap-P4i吋0.ー 
28 nohe River Shichinohe Aomori ホ 93 121 
810
1 
*The value in the River 
29 River Oirase Aomori 4・88 713 kuma (at Motomiya) i 
*pτl3i2e dv. alue in the River 
30 River Gonohe Aomori 2曲 * 78 203 kuma (at Sukagawa) i 
‘pTlhie dv-alue in the RIVer 
31 River Mabechi Iwate， Aomori 2，670 * 95 2，537 kuma (at Fushiguro) i 
rDI3li1e dv-alue in the River 
32 River Araida Iwate， Aomori 5ω 本 78 437 kuma (at Sukagawa) i 
33 River Kuji 340 本 265 
plied. 
Iwate 78 * -do-ー
34 Kuji River Nagauchi Iwate l鈎 本 78 148 * -do-ー
35 River Yasuie Iwate 230 判ド 78 179 掌-do-ー
“iC 
事Thevalue in the River 
36 River Omoto Iwate 750 司区 88 kuma (at Motomiya) i 
牟pTlhieEdv-alue in the RIver 
37 River Hei Iwate 950 本 95 開3kuma (at F凶 higuro)i 
plied. 
本Thevalue in the River 
38 River Otsuchi Iwate 120 本 1侃 kuma (at Moωmiya) i 
39 River Un国umaiIwate l印|
plied. 
本 88 141 権-do-ー
本Thevalue in the River 
40 River Sakari Iwate 130 本 78 101 kuma (at Sukagawa) i 
River Kesen Iwate 
9，52101 |Toyoma 
plied. 
本 78 ω6.* -do-ー
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1， 2871*::r_:~~ ，~~I!!.~_in_~h.e Riv~~ ~a-I tori (at Okura) is app1ied. 国
4，0421 -- ~ 
I*The va1ue in the River Abu-5: 
2291 kum!l (at Motomiya) is ap・ 5
I p1ied. IJ，. 
'*The va1ue in the River _ 
865 Abukuma (at Fushiguro) 子
1 isapp1ied. 雪
I*The va1ue in the River Na-. 9741 1 tori (at Okura) is app1ied. ~ 
7，503， ~. 
~ ~3~ ~ 
2，制O:?e...~~~ωin the Mo酔 mi
1 (at Koide) is applied. 
3611* -<10-
1，2701 































910i Wakayanagi 1951-541 
6∞1 Tandai 11951-551 
1，1401 Sanbongibashil1951-551 















River Same 1 Fukushima 
River Yoneshiro IIwate， Akita 
River Omo但o IAkita 
RivモrKoy国 hi IAkita 
River NikkδIYamagata 
River IRiver Mogami IYamagata 
Mogami ¥1Ri町 rAka IYamagata 
Kanto Districts 
iFukushima 
Tohoku Districts -continued 
43 1 River 川恨iv官rHazama
44 I Kitakami liRiver Eai 
45 IRiver Naruse 
46 IRiver Natori 
47 I River f IRiver Shiraishi 
48 IAbukuma¥ IRiver Abukuma 
49 i River Nitta 















58 River Kuji IFukushima， Ibaragi 1，5∞ * 114 1. 7101*:!:h~ ，va!ue ~n， ~he R~~e~ 
59 River Naka Tochigi， Ibaragi 2，8∞ Noguchi 1950-53 1221 172 ， "~I Naka(at Sarado) is app1ied. 4， ~1~1 
60 Naka River Hinuma Ibaragi 470 * 116 5451*:Ehe va1';le ir;t ，t~e Ri::，e~ 
(G…，STaiotcahmigai， ， 「…61 River Tone Chiba， 15，7印 *13522 *Based On the Tone River Ibaragi ， ~~~I Conservancy League (1952). 
62 River Obitsu Chiba 250 「…* 197 4931 Minato (at Sekitoyo) is app1ied. 
き5121* --<1.0-ー
I*Based on the Tone River 3，ぽ氾i1 Conservancy League (1952). 
9731*The va1ue in the River Ara 

































? ? ? ? ?
? 、 。 『
? ?
『??
? ? ? ?
1952-541 69 加…山 l fuhta 319 33 327 2，2162961 
70 R則恥恥iルve刊…|片Yama叫叩叩符昭郁ga炉ta川払，川N仙 lし， 1801Un 加 1952-54 1，091 85 277 3， 
71 
i 山 l * 277 1，191 
*The value in the River Ara …卜…曙 ta 1 8.抽 (at Unbo)its hae pTlioende -72 * 10，600 *Based on the--Tone River Con蛇rvancyLeague (1952). 
73 River Shinano INagano， Niigata 12，2印 * 9，820 * --<1.0-ー
74 River Sabaishi INiigata 240 * 277 665 
*The va1ue in the Ara (at 
Unbo)is app1n lied. 
75 River Hokura Niigata 5∞ * 118 590 *The va1ue in the Ara (at 
問 ~ω|
Futagoijma) is app1ied. 
76 Ara River Ara Nagano， Niigata 910 Futagojima 367 118 1，074 
77 River Hime Nagano， Niigata 71Q * 118 838 *The va1ue in the Ara (at Futagojima) is app1id. 
78 River Kurobe Toyama ωo Aimoto 667 2，856 
79 River Katakai Toyama 130 354 が傘伊anpBn-tepjtdivE@沼a{1ーaut e Jm 句S担heι2排R出lV品ey。JbM * 272 
80 River Hayatsuki Toyama 130 353 
81 River Jaganji Toyama 370 Jdganjibashi 1956 367 272 1，α)6 
82 River Jintus Gifu， Toyama 2， 78C Sa岨kura 1954 430 62 454 12，621 
83 River Shδ tifu， Toyama 1，15C Kanaya 1951-56 1，1∞ 278 3，197 
84 River Oyabe Toyama 670 Nagae 1953-56 569 273 1，829 
85 River Wakayama Ishikawa 50 本 298
149 -*The value in the River Te-
do-ri d(aet ーTsurugi) is app1ied. 
86 River Naga回 Ishikawa ω 本 298 1791* 
87 River Sai Ishikawa 2∞ *匁8 596 * --<1.0-ー
88 River Tedori Ishikawa 81C Tsurugi 748 71 298 2，414 
Chubu Districts 
Table 3.-continued. 
Name of river 
Prefecture 
covering the basin 
? ?。
No. Note 
Chubu Districts -continued. 
89 River Kakehashi Ishikawa 220 1 *匁8
6561 本Thevalue in the River Te-
do-ri d(aet ーTsurugi) is applied. 
90 River Daishoji Ishikawa * 298 5071* 
91 River Kuzuryu Fukui 1，4∞ Nakatsuno 1，379 71 163 2，282 
*The value in the River Ku-
92 Kuzuryu River Asuwa Fukui 410 
* 163 668 zuryu (at Nakatsuno) is ap_-
* plied. 
93 River Hino Fukui 770 I * 163 1，255 -d←伊
94 River Shono Fukui 160 ホ 245 392 
*The value in the River Ma・2・
95 River Mimi Fukui 叩 * 245 221 
*chi-ndq E(a-t Yanada)is applied z m 
96 River Kita Fukui 230 * 245 民4* -do-ー
~ 。
97 Kita River Minami Fukui 220 * 245 539 * -do-ー :r 世
98 ~iver f River Kano Shizuoka 6∞ Tokura 568 45 248 1，4'伺 H世' h・4
99 Kano River Kise Shizuoka 280 Kisegawa 281 6 64 180 ロ:=. 
l∞ River Fuji Yamanashi， Shizuoka 3，650 Shimizubata 2，121 103 3，7印 ~巴.‘ 令. u・
101 River Abe Shizuoka 540 Teg国hi 537 50 294 1，588 
102 River Oi Shizuoka 1，220 Ieyama 1，120 104 292 3，562 
103 River Ota Shizuoka 510 * 200 1，伺l
*The value in the River 
(NShaigz叫uokaA比
Kiku (at kamoT)ois n apRplivedi . 
104 River Tenryu 4，890 * 4，990 *Based on the Tone River 
105 River Toyo Aichi 710 Ishida 705 29 153 1，曲6Conservancy League (1952). 
l伺 River Yahagi Nagano， Gifu， Aichi 1，910 Yonetsu 1，6回 52 98 1，872 
107 River Syonai 
G(NAifTu，AMt同ic勘1h，E4z GEe h 
710 Biwazima 705 29 130 923 
108 Rive Kiso 5，280 Kasamatsu 4，956 353 225 1，880 E 
109 River Nagara 2，310 Onomata 1，914 4，990 





Ri，'~r Machiya MIe 制 i 52.1 川'hcvalue in the River Su-戸田1m(at Takaoka) is applied. 
112 River Suzuka Mie 1956 269 187 功一 m山恥』塁
113 River Kumozu Mie * 187 1，0471 zuka (at Takaoka) is appli-
ed. 
114 River Kushida Mie 384 179 770 
115 River Miya Mie 815 357 3，142 
116 River Chゐhi Mie ホ 395
435| $The value in thE RIVer 
Koza (at Masago) is applied. 
117 
River Kum曲。 l』ftwWNwdaudha町yv，aMa皿zmmza ea ， 
2， Oga 1951-561 2， 227 5，538 
River Koza 1953-54 104 13 395 1，383 
*The value in the River g:
119 River Hiki iWakayama 1，541 Koza (at M醐 go)isapplid-E4 h， 
120 l… onda Wakayama 4倒 *The value in the River Su-e四-回d(aotーTakaoka)is applied. ~ ご
121 River Aizu Wakayama * 187 l伺
122 Wakayama 187 * -d骨ー
〉
123 Hidaka 事 17 1，181 *The value in山 RiverKu・g
124 Arita 841 
$shi-dda骨(aー ~Oka) is applied. e. 




i1lfiHN晶kuy句Eaga.a、品q，Mo白au也Eea，h h Nua， 
Kashiwara 1956 795 ~ 
127 Yodo * 7，630 *Based on the Tone River ~ 




129 River Muko ，Hyδgo 1953 164 591 〈e、
" 
130 River Kako iHyogo 1953 842 2，183 
131 ~~ver ~~hi ，. I~y句。 8加 可 hev山 ein the River 1加 5(at Tatsuno) is applied. 1:! 
132 River Yumesaki ;Hyogo 370 ‘-<10- -- ;: 
133 River lbo iHybgo 61 1，ω2 
134 River Chigusa Hyogo 1，056 *The value in the River lbo (at Tatsuno) is applied. 
135 River Yura H yogo， K yoto 1，344 152 2，736 
*The value in the River 
136 River Takeno Kyoto * 152 258 Yura (at Fukuchiyama) is 
137 River MaruyamalHyago * 152 2，113 *ap-pliddeー-




|11 | l t口i誌器: |戸Yeaωωe伺即凶「a釘“rl ιPrefecture r^回 Nameofaow period Averagenow αコ
No.1 !…向verl |o fdoowhmd Note covering the basin I basin I observat ・ L _ __)I '1"1." t • .!". 
km' 
Chugoku Districts 
1， 1卯 Gyotoku 1，1821 lm| 1，8211 
140 1 River rlRiver Takeda ton 
tori 2印
?O!| 
Oda 35 237 6161 
142 IRiver Amida tori I07 1*~~e，va~e ~n ~h~ ~iver ~~-
|判Mitani
dai (at Gydtoku) is applied. 
1950-56 464 14 96 
8386 3*The value in the River Hii
回
q 









(at Igaya) is applied. ~ 1，070 Igaya 732 37 159 1，701 芯
146 「iVedando Imane 480 Kubota 240 6 78 374 P. 147 Ri ver Shizuma Imane 190 由巳 78 41侃48ll |-TnGhヨoe value in the River Ka-。E 148 River Go Hir個 hima，Shimane 3，810 Tsuga 1939-56 2，788 126 142 (at Kubota) isapplied. 5，4061 tl 
149 River Takatsu Shimane 1，α拘 Aobara 1953-541 603 24 128 1，395 ロ
150 IRiver Abu IYamaguchi 820 * 158 I. 2961*~~ v:"I~~~~ .~~~ ~i~~~I(ト ω-
I~:~んhida IYamaguchi 3101 Taki 1952-53 84 
，:aftll shlda (~t Taki) is applied. g 
4 158 4 
152 River Koto Yamaguchi 410 * 158 648 *The 
value in the River Y争
IRiver Fushino 
shida (all 
t Taki}is Raipvpelr ied-
153 Yamaguchi 320 * 251 803 
*τ'he va1ue in the River Saba 
154 IRiver Saba I~:::~~~ 450 Shinbasi 1955 428 251 (at Shinbashi) is app1ied. 34 1， 1
155 River Nishiki Yamaguchi 制)() * 251 2，259 *The value in the River Saba 
156 River Kino 
Yarnaguehi， 
H 340 * 251 
(at Shinbashi) is applied. 
iroshima 853 * -do-ー
157 River Ota Hiroshima I 1，620 Kumura 1953-56 1，481 77 164 2，657 
158 River Kur，田E Hiroshima | 27dMm 154 4， 92 248 E 
159 River Nuta 650 Hongo 425 20 936 
River Ashida Hiroshima 
*h observed by the Ministry ご
160 870;*Moroge ゆ錫-56 237 8∞ 。fInternationa1 Trade and -
161 1 IRiver Ta凶帥iIHiroshima， Okayama， 2，4801 2629F| 
l 
IEnTEde uvsatrlyu.e in the RiverA担hi
Z 
，0""'1 (at Shimomaki) is applied. (.00 
Ri，.CT Asahi 0回刊刊2 1，7'20' Shimomaki 195.3-56 1，570 53 J(拓 1，823 5 
163 Ri¥'cr Y田hii Oka}'ama 2，07(1 Miyasu 1')53-56 1，9j4 68 108 2，236 
Shikoku Districts 
164 River Gotδ Kagawa 1201 Gotobashi 110 
165 River Aya Kagawa UO AHyaarakiakwaambuhi1l 953~541 122 
166 River Doki Kagawa 180ll;I'lraikawaba-1957 ~541 127 2凹
214162|1 可 hevalue in thE RiverlAieyda . 167 River Saita Kagawa 170 (at Ayakawabashi) is app 
168 River Kokuryo IEhime lω Hadeba 1951-54 30 
169 River Kamo Ehime 210 * 151 kayama (at Sekura) is appli・
ed. 
170 River Nakayama Ehime 210 Sekura 84 4 151 
*The value in the River Na- )0 
River Soja 印 * 151 kPaIyEdB回 (atSekura)凶 a?t5E t
172 River{ River Ishite ，Ehime 140 } Yuwatari 1956 445 
173 higenobu River Shigenobu IEhimc 310 
174 River Hiji Ehime 1，210 Osu 。1955-56 1，∞9 49 152 1，839 ‘UE 〈2 
175 River Sozu Ehime ω 傘 152 91本Thevalue in the River Hiji 
176 River Shimanto Ehime， Kochi 2，270 Gudo 1952-56 1，8叩 223 
(at Osu) is applied. ~ ・
5，062p〈何『u 
177 River Niyodo Ehime， Kδchi 1，3∞ Ino 1953 1，018 59 182 2，366 
178 River Kagami Kochi 220 * 359， 790I*ThLe_ v，~I.u~ irt. th，e ，~~ ~e_r: ，~o-
nobe (at Sugi叫 isapplied-5内『個
179 River Monobe Kochi 1952-56 433 49 359 1，795 
180 River Kaifu Tokushima 
1 
6761*，'!~!; v_a_l_~.e !~ ，t_h~ _~i.~~~ Naka 
(at Furusho) is applied. 
181 River Naka Tokushima Furusho 1955-56 765 781 3 2，769 
182 River Yoshino (KKM 3， 7001 Chuobashi 1955-56 3，044 1521 1 5，846 Kagawa， Tokushima 
Kyushu Districts 
183 「iverBmsh6 。ita
11手話料剖 278 15 165 184 River Ono 。ita，Kumamoto 1，381 78 178 185 ;River Oita 。ita 49 31 197 w ι。
(，0 
Table 3.-continued. 
IS~んzbegenrfva凶t山minlょ守竺時frlYi 叫total む』Water Prefecture I IU回 Nameof flow I rer!吋 elfow 占通』relecture 1--;;i-INameOIHOW I --~j- - I ~bove_!~_e_ r- 'fl~;'-I i;~~ I di;;h o 
No. system Name of river I coverinll the basin I b~;in I observatoー・ 1 _L_~~___ 1 observation I_L~~~_..I 1 ， ~O~_.I r!l~s<:n~r~~ Note 
Kyushu Districts -continued 
*The value in the River Ya-
186 …kkan |Oiu 370 659 mapapgluiendi -(at Shimotobaru)is 
187 River Yamakuni IOita， Fukuoka 540 Shimotobaru 19i 178 961 
*The va1ue in the River Ya-
188 River Ima 140 本 178 249 ampapgluiendi -(at Shimotohru)is 
189 Riw{ River Hiko蛤n Fukuoka 310 
}Hi吋 bashi
施。
e令一l百mktef HmvmalIoudme eihn tathoeRiEsiVv叩町up仁klhiadga E司喜p z F
H的 Onga River Onga IFukuoka 780 1951-56 695 41 187 1，459 
191 River Tatara Fukuoka 160 299 
192 River Naka iFuku依a 110 事忽;g 296 
193 River Matsuura 句 a 340 *Iwaki 141 479 *(AETals htee cTotvobraitsc oleukrPe vio}ewid ns eatrbhpy e 仁blRikmeidvy伊.earsnhMya.a-。E5 「F 
194 River Ariura saga 30 42 
tsu一u-reEo-(a-t Iwaki)isapplied-喜h司
195 River Sasa Naguaki 80 * 141 113 
*傘 -de-z " Z 196 River Wani INagasaki 30 * 141 42 
197 River Ho町δ I~agasaki 90 * 119 
1l0マ「 。ー九引事'T回AEbs ea  co(tvab由atzlaIuzWPevo町回wdaedb}rzy包e白叩RkmhyvPp函eIEr晶dnSy 画hi-
198 River Shioda 'Saga 21650l| qwaya 1916-20 I 
199 River Kase Totoki I叫 226 269 699 
(SOFaguia Mku ummo同
2∞ River Chikugo oka，Saga 2，850 Senoshimo 1953-56 2，315 156 4，446 
ISaga *The value in the River Ki-201 River Yabe 7∞ * 143 1，似)()匙uchi(at Tamana) is appli-
ed_ 
1954-561 202 River Kikuchi Kumamoto 1，似)()Tamana 143 1，430 
E 203 River Shira Kumamoto 1956' 425 826 
204 River Midori IKumamoto * 172 
2，個o43e1084Ya川l川、!q・d江Taa1k zh-eUa4Vvtn0aOdoh一uazeio】hzma 山ucdthbpzEe p}R1凶EUHEavVpe官rps1邸iae時dBL -回205 ~~ver ~i I~~~~~~t;o 206 River kuma itkmMagaiy，倒号kMFauIkmnia， kag国hi・ I， 9l叩~I Hitoyoshi 同55-明 1，137 4，0381.__ c.> 
207 RIVEr komEIBotsul EnotO 
208 I !River Sendai I (Míy~~ki， Kagωhi・
;n..~. ~~"~Q' ¥ma， Kumamoto 
2ω IRiver Manose ，Kagoshima 
2101 ιake Ikeda Kagoshima 
211 1 IRiver Byufu Kag倒hima
212 I IRiver Shin IKagoshima 
213 1 River tlRiver Kimotsuki IKagoshima 
214 IKimotsukil.River Kushira Kagoshima 

























. ':J*The value in the River K←自1，鮒にu R 1 maru (at Takaki) is applied. g 
I*The value in the Riv官rGo-. 
4241 ，二でー川ue(at Mitsuwa) is applied. 2' “i 20叫 2.“41 尋
l*The value in the River Kita士
1 (at Kumada) is applied. 戸
5901 Kumada 1955~56 銅剣 32， 1861 1，伺71 ~ 







1，錦4 開| 2181 
・218
3，4231 ~ 
I*The value in the River Ki・8












**Figures for the ar問。fbasins of 37 rivers (T四io，Ishikari，Tokachi， Tokoro， Iwaki， Mabechi， Kitakami， Abukuma， YO:Iαhiro， Omono， 
Mogami， Naka (in lbaragi Pref.)， Tone， Ara (in Tokyo)， Agano， Shinano， Sho， jintsu， Kuzuryu， Fuji， Tenryu， Yahagi， Ki田， Kumano 
Kino(in Wakayama Pref.)， Yodo， Kako， Yura， Go， T紘ahashi，Y咽 hii，Shimanto， Yoshino， Chikugo， Kuma， Oyodo and Gokase' are 
taken from the Science Yearly Report (1959). Those of 17 rivers Koy岨hi，Yoro， Sagami， Kushida， Muko， Ichi， lbo， Sendai， Abu， Koto， 
Saba， Nishiki， Kurose， Hiji， Oita， Kase and Midori are taken from the World Encyclopedia published by Heibor四haB∞kstore. Those 
of 33 rivers Y ubari， Chitose， Toyohira， K凶 hiro，Y白betsu，Shokotsu， Naruse， Kuji， Tama， Oyabe， Tedori， Asuwa， Hino， Kita， (in Fukui 
Pref.) Minami， Abe， Oi， Toyo， Nagara， Ibi， Yamato， Maruyama， Hii， Ota， (in Hiroshima Pref.) A回hi，Niyodo， Monobe， Naka， (in 
Tokushima Pref.) Ono， Hik倒 an，Onga， Shira and Sendai are taken from the Hydraulic Engineering (Miyamoto 1957). Thωe of 38 
rivers Oira町， Hazama， Natori， Shiraisi， Ni也kδ久， H王inuma丸， Ts制uru且miし，Sakawa科，Hokura， Ara (at Takata， Niigata Pr陀ef.ふKurobe，jι句ganzi，
s伽ho伽伽no叫 ，Ota(in S泊hi加z叩uo伽kaPre陀f.ι向)， Suzuka， Kumozu， Choshi，lna， Yum倒 ki， Chigu 姐 ， Takeno， Yata， Tenjin， 匂amo，Hino， Takatsu， Shi-
genobu， Ishite， Bansho， Yamaguni， Yabe， Kikuchi， Kimotsuki， Kushira， Komaru， Mimi， Hori and Kita (in Miyazaki Pref.) are taken 
from the Actual Condition of Rivers by the Bureau of Rivers， Ministry of Construction (1952). As for other rivers， I measured the 
























342 Berichte d. Ohara Instituts 〔副.1， Ht. 3 
jurisdiction of Bureau of Rivers， Ministry of Construction (1953-1956). 
The calculation is as follows: 
Total yearly discharge 
_yearly discharge at the observation point x Total catchment 紅白
Catchment area above the observation point 
In case there are more than 2 water observatories in the same river， the obser-
vation figures in the lower part of the river are adopted as the principle， and 
in case no observation is being， made conceming a river， the discharge is calcu-
lated after seleding， from among adjoining rivers， a river of which amount of 
rainfall in the basin is considered to be almost equal. 
Table 3 isthe inclusive table showing the data for my calculation and its 
results. 
According to the results， there are 9 rivers with the yearly discharge of more 
than 10，000，000，000ms (10，000，000，000 tons). They are the Rivers Ishikari， 
Tone， Mogami， Kitakami， Jintsu， Kiso， Tokachi， Teshio and Agano. It is calcu-
lated that the total amount of water poured into the sea by the selected 225 
rivers during one year is about 400，000，000，000m3 (400，000，000，000 tons). Ifthis 
amount of waters is divided by 268，490km2 which is the total catchment area of 
the investigated rivers， itis estimated that the yearly average of the amount of 
water which flows out from 1km2 of land is 1，490，000ms. Multiplying this fig-
ure by 369，766km2 which is the whole area of Japan， the total yearly discharge 
from the territory of japan wi1l amount to 551，000，000，000ms. 
VII. THE A VERAGE QUALITY AND THE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF RIVER W ATERS OF J APAN 
In order to find ouf the average quality of waters in japan which is the 
objective of this study， the average content for each constituent is calculated 
from the analytical results (Table 2) and the amount of discharge of each river 
during the year (Table 3). The calculation is as follows: 
225 、ご、
手-lAi・ Mi
Average amount of content=-Di 
2: Mi 
Ai .... analytical value of each river 
Mi..... amount of flow of each river 
The result of this calculation represents the general average quality of river 
waters of japan which 1 am trying to find out. Table 4 shows this result. 
According to this Table， the total amount of the constituents' salinity in the 
average quality of waters in japan is 70.7mg/1. If this value is multiplied by 






??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?
Average quality of river water of ]apan (including figures by Districts). 
ca Mg j Na j K HC03 j SOI C1 Si02 Fe P01 同!阻i設時-N I -N 1 ....~:';~l ed mg/l mg/lj mg/lj mg/l mg/lj me/lj mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/lj mg/lj mg/l! rlg/l 
A verage of 22 ri ven of the Hokkaidd Districts ・. 8.3 2.3 9.2 1. 45 33.9 0.55 10. 7 9.0 23.6 0.50 0.01 0.54 0.06 87.9 76.9 
Average of 35 rivers of the Tohoku Districts.. 7.7 1.9 7.3 1.偶 19.9 0.33 17.6 7.9 21. 5 0.49 0.01 0.26 0.06 79.1 18.6 
Average of 1 rivers of the Kanto Districts …・・ 12.7 2.9 7.3 1. 43 42.4 0.69 15.9 6.1 23.1 0.23 0.03 0.29 0.00 93.5 22. 1 
Average of 42 rivers of the Chubu Districts ……… 8.9 1.7 4.8 1. 05 30. 1 0.49 7.7 3.9 13.7 0.14 0.02 O. 18 0.05 62.0 26.9 
Average of 28 rivers of the Kinki Districts ・H ・H ・. 7.6 1.3 5.5 1.04 27.4 0.45 7.4 5.3 12.1 0.11 0.01 0.21 0.04 56.8 20.0 
Average of 25 rivers of the Chugoku Districts …・ 6. 7 1. 1 6.5 0.94 27.2 0.45 4.4 6.6 14.1 0.05 0・叫∞l 0 20 0.03 56.71 7.4 
Average of 19 rivers of the Shikoku Districts … 10.6 1.5 3.8 0.66 37.2 0.61 5. 7 2.4 9.8 0.01 0.00' 0.12 0.02 6.1 
Average of 43 rivers of the Kyushu Districts ・ 10.0 2. 7 8.6 1. 84 40.9 0.67 13. 1 4.6 32.2 O. 13 0.04 0.20 0.04 106.0 29.8 
Genera1 average of 225 rivers of all Japan 8.8 1.9 6. 7 1. 19 31. 0 0.51 10.6 5.8 19.0 0.24 0.02 0.26 0.05 74.8 29.2 
Table 4. 
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land in japan， the result will be 105 tons. This is the amount i:>f mineral solids 
carried in solution by rivers during one year from lkm2 of land in japan. Thus 
it is estimated that the total amount of mineral solids carried in solution from 
369，766km2， which is the total territory of japan， is38，800，000 tons. 
The average quality of water of each Districts is also shown in Table 4 for 
reference. The following is the general outline of characteristics of rivers in 
each Districts， ascompared with the general average of japan. In the Hokkaidδ 
Districts， sodium， chloride， nitrate， suspended solids are abundant. In the Kanto 
Districts， calcium， magnesium and alkalinity are rich. The K yushu Districts show 
the tendency to have abundance of potassium， silica and dissolved solids. On 
the other hand， the Chugoku Districts have litle quantity of calcium， magnesium， 
sulfate and dissolved solids. The Shikoku Districts ha ve litle sodium， potassium， 
chloride， silica and suspended solids. The Tδhoku Districts show a characteri-
stic to be scarce in alkalinity while having abundance of sulfate. 
In order to find out the characteristics 
of rivers of japan based on the average 
quality of water as calculated by me， the 
composition of the constituents has been 
calculated， according to F.W. Clarke's 
expression. The result is in Table 5. 
If comparison is made between this 
comp佃itionand the a verage quality of 
water of the world， ascalculated by Clar-
ke (Table 1)， the characteristics of rivers 
injapan become self-evident. The follow-
ing can be pointed out as the character-
lStlCS. 
i) Silica content in japanese water is 
remarkably high. In the case of the 
average quality of water of the world， 
the content of silica is only 11.67 % of 
Table 5. Average quality of water 
of ]apan (showing the 
composition of 
constituents). 
Ca.......…・・… ...…..…-…・ …12.460/. 
Mg....…・・・・・・・・・……・・・・・・・… 2. 70 
Na.………・・・・・・・・・・・・…・・・・…・・・・ 9.41 
K :.………・・………....……・ 1.68 
003 ・H ・H ・.・H ・-…・…...・H ・.21.60 
80. ・H ・H ・H ・H ・...・H ・H ・H ・"…14.99
C1 ・………………・・・・・・・・・・....8.21
N03 …・…・・・・・・・・・.・H ・...…・ 1. 63 
Si02 ...……・・・・・・・・・……...・・・・ 26.84 
Fe203 .・リ・・・・・・…・…...・..一・ 0.48 
Tota1 l∞.∞ 
Salinity.…………...・H ・-…・ .70.7 mg/.l 
the dissolved salts， while it is 26.84 % in japan showing noticiable abundance. 
i) japanese rivers contain litle calcium and alkalinity. The average content 
of calcium in Japan is 12.46 % as against 20.39 ~杉 ofthe world average， and 
alkalinity (as COs) isonly 21.60 % as against 35.15 %. 
ii) Abundance of sodium and chloride is another characteristic of japanese rivers. 
Sodium content in japan is 9.41 % against 5.79 % for the world a verage， and 
chloride content injapan is 8.21 % as against 5.68% for the world average. 
Thus both are remarkably high in japan. 
It is considered also as the characteristics of japanese water that there are 
abundance of nitrate and sulfate， and scarcity oI magnesium and potassium. 
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VIII. CAUSES OF. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE RIVER W A TERS OF J AP AN 
The characteristics of river waters of ]apan have been clearly revealed as stat-
ed above， based on the average quality of ]apanese water which was calculated 
by me. In this connection， 1 wish to make some considerations concerning the 
in臼uenceof geology， sea and wind， which are considered to be the important 
atmospheric factors in ]apan. 
(1) lnjluence 01 geological nature on the q.ωめザωaters.
Sixty % of the totalland area in ]apan consists of mountainous lands with slant-
ing of more than 1ゲ. The geological nature of these mountainous lands is 
shown in Table 6 (calculated from Agricultural and Forest Geology， Saeki， 1950). 
According to this Table， young volcanic rocks 
Table 6. Distribution of geological which were formed during and after the tertia・
nature in rnountain areas. ry period rank at the top in the area， followed 
Plutonic rocks ………・・・・ 21. 2% by Plutonic rocks， the Paleozoic stratum， the 
Tertiary straturn， the Meosozoic stratum in 
that order. This compells us to think that the 
influence of volcanic eruptions on the quality 
of waters of ]apan will be extremely great. 
In connection with the weathering of vol-
canic soils in ]apan， Seki pointed out as far 

















lateritic weathering tendency， as noticed in 
the tropical zone， inspite of her being located in the temperate zone. Since then， 
it was shown by rnany soil scientists that Si02/ A120s ratio decreased very much 
in the weathered surface soils of volcanic eruptions compared with the lower soils 
that are not yet weathered. 
Therefore， there is no question aoout the fact that a high degree of de-silici-
白cationtakes place during the weathering of the volcanic soils widely distributed 
in ]apan. It seems significantly irnportant， for understanding th~ quality of 
waters of ]apan， toreveal the chemical role played by the rivers' during the 
process of this weathering. 
If cornparison is rnade concerning the composition of diossolved chernical con-
stituents between two groups of rivers， one of the rivers originating frorn geologi-
cally young volcanic eruptions and the other of the rivers originating from old 
sedimentaries prior to the Mesozoic forrnation， the result is as Table 7. 
According to this result， the average Si02 content for 12 rivers originating 
frorn sedirnentary rocks is a litle over 14%， which is near the world average 
calculated by Clarke (Table 1)， while 12 ri vers originating from volcanic erup-
tions show an a verage of 47% thus revealing surprisingly high value. Thus， 
during the process of weathering and erosion of earth in]apan， by far the gr伺 ter
amount of silica is taken away by the dissolving action of water from volcanic 
Table 7. Comparison in the difference of quality (composition) of water between rivers 
originating from sedimentary rocks and volcanic eruptions. 
e‘ 
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eruptions in comparison with sedimentary rocks. It is conc1uded that this 
tendency has an intimate relationship with the above-mentioned de-silicification 
of volcanic rocks. 
In the similar manner， according to Table 7， rivers originating from sedimen-
tary r悦 kscontain Ca up to more than 22 % and COs up to more than 3596 in 
the average thus showing values near the average quality of water for the whole 
world. On the other hand， rivers flowing through volcanic eruptions contain 
only a litle over 8 % of Ca and a litle over 18 % of COs. 
As an example to show the above-mentioned di町erence，comparison is made 
between the amounts of various constituents carried in solution during one year 
from each 1 km2 of land in the respective basins by the River Ara (at Nagatoro， 
Saitama Prefecture) and the River Karasu (at Haruna Town， Gunma Prefec-
ture). These two rivers were chosen on ac∞unt of their comparative proximity. 
The result of this comparison is shown in Table 8. In the case of the River Ara， 
Table 8. Comparison in the difference of amount of the various constituents 
carried in solution during one ye訂 fromeach lkm2 of land bet-
ween rivers originating from sedimentary and volcanic rocks. 
P針N陥r討巾i加n吋c
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originating principally from the sedimentary rock in the Chichibu mountain 
ar白， Ca amounts to 19.2 tons， C03 amounts to 28.2 tons and Si02 amounts to 
10.1 tons. In contrast with this， inthe case of the River Karasu which flows 
through the volcanic rocks around Haruna Volcanic Mountain， Ca amounts to 
only 9.2 tons and COJ amounts to only 16.1 tons， while Si02 is extremely abun-
dant showing 45.9 tons. 
As stated above， the amount of silica carried away in solution by water dur-
ing the process of weathering and eroding of volcanic rocks is extremely great in 
japan. on the other hand， the amount of calcium carbonate carried away in 
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solution is small (Kobayashi 1954， 1955). Therefore it is my opinion that this 
tendency is one of the important causes by which the average quality of water 
in volcanic japan is characterized. 
(2) lnjluence OJ sea and wind on the卯aliりofwaters.
It has been stated aoove that it is a characteristic of japanese rivers to con-
tain abundance of sodium and chloride. It can not be overlooked that salt con-
tent of rivers flowing through cities has the tendency to increase by artificial 
pollution in densely-populated japan. 
On the other hand， japan is an island country surrounded by the sea and is 
situated in atmospheric conditions naturally susceptible to the influence of sea 
water. The writer (1948) have pointed out that the reason why the rivers on 
the japan Sea side have the tendency to contain more sodium and chloride than 
the rivers on the Pacific side is that the salt in the japan Sea is carried inland 
by the mons∞ns blowing from the northwest. Sugawara and Hanya (1948，1950) 
demonstrated that the trees played the role of catching sea breeze based on the 
fact that the chloride density in the strear:ns of Sugajima， a small island in Mie 
Prefecture， wa前sextremely high in the areas thick with trees c∞ompar陀edwith bare 
a訂re悶as，and Sugawa訂ra(1958) emphasized the importance of 
n民ecωtio佃nw川it出hthe i加nt附e訂r-r凶ela矧tiωi泊o叩ns品hi中pbetween river water， rain water and sea water. 
1 wish to investigate the problem whether the influence of sea water appears 
conspicuously in the average quality of water in japan which 1 have calculated. 
japan is situated in the mons∞n zone of the Orient and can be divided into two 
climatological areas of the Pacific side japan and the japan Sea side japan. The 
climatic difference between these two areas is great in winter and small in 
summer. 1n winter the high atmospheric pressure in the interior of the Siberian 
Continent develops and the isobaric line runs almost south to north near japan. 
The pressure in the west is high while it is low in the east， presenting so called 
“west-high east-low" pressure distribution. The monsoon thus created blows vi・
olently across the japan Sea bringing abundance of snow and rain in the japan 
Sea side japan. 
Let us observe from the following two points of view placing emphasis on the 
functions of the mons∞n as the means to know the influence of sea and wind on 
the rivers. 
a) Observations jトomthe geograthical view toints. 
For the purpose of comparing the di町erencein the quality of waters dividing 
japan into two parts of the Pacific side japan and the japan Sea side japan with 
di能rentinfluences of the monsoon， a tentative dividing line can be drawn， tak-
ing into consideration the directions ofwind in winter (Wadachi 1958)， by the two 
mountain ranges of Kitami and Hidaka in Hokkaido， by the backbone mountain 
ranges running in parallel in Honshu and Shikoku and by the Tsukushi moun-
tain range in Kyushu. The result is shown roughly in Fig. 3. 
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The comparison by Districts of the average density of Cl and the amount of 
Cl carried away during one year from lkm2 of land， based on the analytical 
values of chloride in the investigated rivers (Table 2) and the amount of dis 
. charge (Table 3) in connection with both these areas， isshown in Table 9. 
According to this result， the tendency is noticed that the chloride density and 
the amount of chloride carried in the rivers of the japan Sea side japan are 
preponderantly abundant compared with the Pacific side japan throughout the 
whole Districts including Hokkaidδ， Honshu， Shikoku and K yushu. 
In addition， ifcomparison is made between the rivers on the japan Sea side， 
the amount of chloride is abundant in the Tohoku Districts and the Hokkaido 
Districts both with the strong in日uenceof the mons∞n， while the amount of 
chloride is small in the Shikoku Districts which is screened from the north west 
wind by the Chugoku mountain range and the Chubu Districts which is wide in 
width and has high mountains being located in the central part of Honshu. If 
the Pacific side alone is to be considered， itcan be seen that the chloride density 
is the lowest in the rivers of the Shikoku Districts facing the Pacific Ocean， due 
to the sharp southward slanting of the Shikoku mountain range. 
Thus， normal interrelationship can be found between the size of the influence 
of the mons∞ns and the amount or content of chloride contained in the rivers of 
various districts. 
Table 9 also shows the comparison. concerning the average chloride concent-
ration throughout the whole area of the Pacific side and the japan Sea side of 
japan， and the difference in the total amount of chloride carried away in both 
sides. The average content of Cl in the Pacific side is 4.3mg/l while出atof the 
japan Sea side is 7.8mg/1. The amount ofCl carried away by the rivers during 
one y白 rfrom each 1 km2 of the basin is 6.1 tons in the Pacific side japan， while 
it is 12.8 tons in the japan Sea side japan wbere the flow is only a litle more 
abundant. Thus the amount of Cl carried away from lkm2 of land is 6.7 tons 
more in the japan Sea side compared with the Pacific side. 
Based upon the assumption that this excess 6.7 tons of Cl is being carried 
from the sea by the mons∞ns blowing from the northwest， the total amount of Cl 
carried by the winds during one y伺 rinto the rivers in the japan Sea side has 
been estimated as follows. Taking into consideration 87 rivers which 1 have 
investigated (the total area of basins 101，420 km2， the total amount of flow 
165，312，000，000mS) this amounts to about 680，000 tons. Even if the amount of 
Cl being carried by the non-investigated rivers which are considered to be more 
influenced by the sea due to their being left over in the coastal areas is calculated 
solely on the凶sisof the size of the basins as compared with that of the investi-
gated rivers and added to the above-mentioned figures， the total becomes about 
968，000 tons. If this amount of Cl is converted into NaCl according to the com-
position of the sea water， itcorresponds to 1，510，000 tons. 










Fig.3. Distinction between the Japan Sea side and the Pacific side as divided by the direction of winds in winter. 
Table 9. Comparison.of CI content by Districts in river waters between the Japan Sea side and the Pacific side. 
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OYGgu6a，ramT，oa，kTbAamtkseuind，oaA，bHMu，inaYroto，』sYhIaimEdlas.，hY.Hataii ，Sendai，Takeda， J apan Sea side i， H  Ka o  Shizum 14，3∞ 20，668 165，235 8.0 11. 6 
Kinki， 
Chugoku 
恥km四mh。a百sieatdgq.国z，NyEayuaE，teKakEd，tohqAtMaE油mLhisnMFzauab，血，eMT，ukauckKhOa0Ebsh.dzadka，1a，1HkMNAEoEtj抽a姐Ikba:出，f Ch伽bE，zkekainuMqm副EYMa OhPacific and Aria， 35，510 52，532 265，793 5.1 7.5 Inland Sea i， Yumeski， lbo， 
side ，Yk国inhoi，.Ota，Ku-
Inland Sea side G6tarenAobyu a，Doki，S6jait， a，kokuryo，kamo，NakaYama， 2，910 3，686 17，782 4.8 6.1 Shigenobu， Hiji， Soja， Sozu. 
Shikoku 
Pacific side Shimanto， Niyodo， Kagami， Monobe， Kaifu， Naka， Yo・ 9，060 19，304 37，138 1.9 4.1 shino. 
Genkai Sea side Hikosan， Onga， Tatara， Naka， Matsuura， Ariura， Shio・ 2，310 4，253 35，440 8.3 15.3 ta， Kase. 
Kyushu 
Banst16K，Oiknuoc，hOi，il StBhKayi，ruvYafo，autMka，kSiaehdn-oi，nHir，YiKtaHomitmis，aUoKStuEsu-numik，ia，IomEKkalu，moshCm-ihreMaink，ouitHzgsEluo1i・， ， -
Pacific side SYEabdea， i 22，510 43，451 179，603 4.1 8.0 
shida，SMakantaonsei， yoq sqa， 1ml， 
Isuzu， Gokase， Hori. 
J apan Sea side 7.8 12.8 
All Japan 
Pacific side l伺，6∞ 233，858 ! 1，015，818 4.3 6.1 
(Bd. 1， Ht. 3 Berichte d. Ohara Instituts 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the seasonal change of chloride/alkalinity (equivalent 
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ratio) in river waters between the Japan Sea side and the Pacific side. 
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sumption that the excess amount of chloride in the investigated rivers in the ja-
pan Sea Side is caused by the sea water， ignoring various conditions such as chlo-
ride density in the low stream regions further down from the investigated places， 
distribution of hot springs， geological conditions， population density， factories， 
etc.， on both sides. 
However， the above-mentioned various facts indicate that the sea water car-
ried by the mons∞ns has unexpectedly great influence on the average quality of 
waters of japan. 
(b) Observati側 fromthe seasonal viewpoint. 
Fig. 4 shows the comparison in the seasonal changes of content of chloride/ 
alkalinity (equivalent ratio) in the rivers of various districts of japan as one of 
the means to demonstrate the influence of the sea water carried by the mons∞ns. 
According to this Figure the rivers on the japan Sea side not only show the 
tendency to have higher values of content of chloride/alkalinity during one year 
compared with the Pacific side， but also have a tendency that the value increases 
tr官 nendouslyin the winter season in which the mons∞n blows. 
Moreover， investigation on the 20 rivers on the japan Sea side indicated in 
Fig. 4 as to the months in which the chloride/alkalinity value is the maximum 
in one year shows that only two rivers， the River Shinano and the River 
Kaji indicate the maximum in November and only one river which is the River 
Koyoshi shows the maximum in December， while there was no river showing the 
maximum in january which is the height of the mons∞n season. All other 1 7 
rivers show the maximum in February， March and April. Thus clear discrepancy 
is noticed between the peak of the monsoon and the period in which the influ-
ence of chloride is most marked in the rivers. This phenomenon seems to be 
strange at the first look. However， ifconsideration is made to the fact that these 
rivers on the japan Sea side belong to the japan Sea-type of rivers which is dry 
in the snow season of winter and has maximum flow in the spring thaw， the very 
fact that the maximum value of chloride/alkalinity is shown during the thaw 
日oodperiod of February， March， and April， demonstrates without doubt the cir-
culatory process in which the salt which is carried inland by the monsoon land 
retained in the snow dissolves with the spring thaw and is carred back again into 
the japan Sea by the rivers. 
Therefore， from the view point of the seasonal change in the quality of waters， 
it is also concluded that the average quality of waters of japan shows to a great 
extent the influence of the sea w_ater carried by the wind. 
IX. SUMMARY 
1) For the purpose of calculating and revealing the characteristics of the 
average quality .of water of rivers in japan， 1have selected 225 principal rivers 
throughout whole the country (Fig.l) and chemically analyzed each 6-12 times 
during one year. 
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2) The disti:ibution of the catchment areas of selected rivers is shown in Fig. 
2. This includes al rivers originating from the backbone mountain ranges of 
j，!-pan， and the total catchment areas amount to 268，490km2 representing a litle 
le，s& than 73% of the total territory of japan. 
3) The places， period and frequency of sampling and the analytical results 
are al shown in Table 2. 
As for the frequency of appearance of the content of various constituents， the 
following represents more than half of the investigated rivers. 
Ca ・u ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ・・・・・・・・h ・・・・ -…・・・・・・…・・・目・・・・・・・ 5.0-9.9 mgjl 
Mg ・e・ ・………・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・…・・・・・・…ぃ............ 1. 0-2.9 mgjl 
Na..・H ・H ・H ・...・ H ・..…...・ H ・..…...・ H ・...・・…… .3.0-7.9 mgjl 
K ....…・υ ・・・・・・・・・・・・・H ・H ・.....…..・・ ・・・・・…・・・・・ 0.50-1. 49 mgjl 
Alkalinity (as HC03) ・H ・H ・...・ H ・..…...・ H ・..…15.0-39.9mgjl 
SOI . ・・・・・・・・・・・・・…・・・・・…… H ・…・…・・…・・・・・・・・・・・ 3.0-9.9 mgjl 
CI ・・.....・・・・・・…・・・..........・…・・・・…・・・・・・・・・・・・…γ ・2.0-5.9 mgjl 
Si02.............…・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・……・・・・・・・・・……・・10.0-19.9mgjl 
Dissolved solids ・・・ H ・・-……・・・・・・…・・・・・・・・・・…u ・45.0-84.9 mgjl 
pH …・・ …….....・H ・..…-…...・ H ・...・ H ・..……・・ 6.9-7.2 mgjl 
4) Table 3 shows the yearly discharge of each of the investigated rivers on 
the basis of the total area of the basin， calculated from the flow as observed by 
the observatories of the Ministry of Construction. 
5) Table 4 shows the general average content for each constituent， calculated 
from the analytical value in Table 2， and the amount of discharge in Table 3. 
This is the average quality of waters of japan which 1 am investigating. 
6) The total content of the constituents' salinity in this average quality of 
water is 70.7mgjl， while the average amount of discharge from lkm2 of land in 
japan during one year is 1，490，000ms as calculated from Table 3. Thus， 105 
tons， which is the product of these two figures， indicates the amount of mineral 
solids carried in solution by the rivers from lkm2 of land in japan. It is estimat-
ed from this amount that the grand total of solids carried in solution from the 
whole territory of japan amounts to 38，800，000 tons per year. 
7) Table 5 shows the composition of the dissolved mineral constituents cal-
culated from the above mentioned average quality of water. The comparison 
between this result and the a verage composition of the ri vers of the world， ascal-
culated by F~ W. Clarke (Table 1)， shows that the japanese rivers have the pe・
culiarity to contain remarkably abundant amounts of Si02， Na and Cl while' 
containing scarce amount of Ca and COa on the other hand. 
Concerning the relationship between this peculiarity and the atmospheric 
factors， 1 made a further evaluation， asstated below. 
8) japan is a part of the Circum-Pacific Volcanic Zone and the influence of 
volcanic eruptions on the quality of waters in japan is considered to be great. 
Table 7 shows the comparison in the composition of dissolved chemical constitu-
ents between two groups of rivers， one originating from geologically new volcanic 
eruptions and the other originating from sedimentary rocks which were accumu・
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lated before the Mesozoic period. The composition of the rivers flowing through 
sedimentary rocks shows values near the world average of the quality of rivers 
as calculated by Clarke. on the other hand， the rivers flowing through volcanic 
eruptions contain extremely abundant Si02 while containing scarce Ca and COs. 
Table 8 shows the comparison in the amount of various constituents carried in 
solution in one year from 1 km2 of land in the basin by these two groups of rivers. 
Similar difference is noticed in this Table， t∞. Therefore， this difference is one 
of the causes characterizing the average quality of waters in volcanic japan. 
9) japan is a long and narrow island country surrounded by the sea. The 
mons∞ns created by high atmospheric pressure developing on the continent in 
Siberia in winter blow over to japan， bringing abundance of snow and rain to 
the japan Sea side of japan. Thus the rivers on the japan Sea side are under 
the influence of an atmosphere particularly susceptible to the influence of the sea 
water. The following study has been made to determine whether the inftuence 
of the sea water appears in the average quality of water in japan. 
(a) Table 9 shows the comparison in the average density of Cl contained 
in the rivers and the amount of Chloride carried during one year from lkm2 
of land， dividing japan into two parts， the Pacific side and the japan Sea side 
(Fig. 3)， depending on the direction of wind in winter. 
According to Table 9， the density and the amount of Cl is extremely 
abundant on the japan Sea side， and the amount is most abundant in the 
Tぬokuand HokkaidδDistricts where the mons∞n inftuence is strong， while 
it is at a minimum in the Shikoku Districts where the northwest wind is 
screened hy the Chugoku mountain range. The Cl amount carried by the 
monsoons during one year is 968，000 tons， ifit is estimated on the assumption 
that the excess amount of Cl contained in the rivers on the japan Sea side， 
compared with the Pacific side， isin the salt carried from the sea by the 
wind blowing from the northwest in the winter. 
(b) The seasonal change of chloride/alkalinity in the river waters is 
shown in Fig. 4. The rivers on the japan Sea side not only have the ten-
dency to show remarkable increase in the value during the winter season but 
also show the maximum value in the closing period of the mons∞n; i.e. in 
February， March and April， rather than in the prime period. judging from 
the fact that these rivers belong to the so-called japan Sea-type rivers， which 
are dry in the snow season of winter and show maximum ftow during the 
spring thaw， this strange phenomenon undoubtedly shows the process of cir-
culation， inwhich the salt which is retained in deep snows after being carried 
by the monsoon， dissolves with the spring thaw and is carried away again 
into the japan Sea. 
Based upon the above-mentioned facts， it is concluded that the average qual・
ity of waters of japan is influenced by the sea water to a great extent. Thus the 
sea and the wind make up one of the principal influencing factors determining 
the quality of waters in japan. 
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